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Manufacturing Vertical Overview

Defining the Vertical

Current Market and Key Players

Critical Business Issues and WFG! Solutions

Additional Resources
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Manufacturing Microverticals

• Automotive

• Food and Beverage

• Paper and Allied Industries

• Energy

• Life Sciences
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What Kind of Manufacturer Are You Dealing With?
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Manufacturers often have multiple 
types within their plant or overall 
business
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Continuous Flow (Process) – High Volume, 
Low Labor

In most cases process manufacturers are rarely interested in identifying labor 
to the actual steps within the build process, but is interested in the overall 
labor associated to a particular product line. 

• Manufacturers continuously, same or similar products. 

• Product runs start as “Batches or Lots” and merge to form unique products. 

• Has defined time frames to produce products. “Standards per lot or batch” 

• Tracks labor to product line. 

• Shop floor typically configured with lines and machines. 

• Employees tend to work in teams or crews. 

• Labor scheduling into the future, by location, job and/or skill. 
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Continuous Flow or High Volume Repetitive

Operational Challenges

– Maintaining high utilization due to the cost of capital

– Maintenance and Shutdowns must go according to cost and plan –
Managing contractors

– Meeting labor compliance, Environmental, Health and Safety 
regulations

– Margins are often razor thin on large volumes

– 24x7 operation

Where you can add value

– Basic Time and Attendance for employees

– Continuous operation often means lots of different shifts with skills, 
compliance and fatigue considerations. Scheduling can have a play

– Look for larger maintenance departments. Probably have an MRO 
solution, look to track time against those work orders.

– Look for opportunities to measure contractors. The caveat is that 
customers may want material and equipment tracking as well.
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Repetitive – Medium to High Volumes, Lower 
Labor, Low Margin

This type of manufacturer has very similar characteristics to a 
process manufacturer; however they differ in that tracking labor to 
the individual steps during the build process is vital as these 
customers typically monitor and measure their operation in parts per 
second. This requires an extremely granular level of data collection. 

• Manufacturers repetitively, same or similar products. 

• Has defined time frames to produce products. “Standard per Piece” 

• Tracks labor to product line or part number. 

• Product runs “Batches or Lots” can range from very short to very long build times. 

• Most common place to see incentive pay systems. 

• Look to manage efficiencies - labor is back flushed based on quantity completed. 

• Quantity * Time Per Piece = Standard Labor or Earned Hours (back flushed labor) 

• Back flush always assumes product built without defects or downtime. 

• Downtime introduces a Labor Variance. 

• Labor scheduling into the future 2 to 4 weeks based on scheduled production 

volumes. 

• Scheduled Volume by Cost Center * Standard = Labor Hours Required 
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Repetitive

Operational Challenges
– Extremely low margins

– Often a mix of automation and labor intensive processes

– Minutes of difference in production make a difference. Getting the production line running in 
the beginning of the day and at lunch and breaks

– On lower side of “high volume” costing becomes more important (sorting, packaging and 
other labor intensive operations)

– Distribution/Warehouse costs become an important factor

– Too many “new” people can slow down a line

– As capital equipment increases, skills, certifications and safety will increase

Where you can add Value

• As volumes go up, the value you can deliver in batch processing declines 
because there is less labor variability in terms of number of products, labor 
movement, changeovers and cost per item. The mitigating factor is the 
margin a manufacturer earns. The lower the margin, the less room for labor 
cost fluctuations

• One area that begins to open up is scheduling
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Job Shop & Discrete – Higher Labor Content, 
Custom Orders, Longer Lead Times

Discrete manufacturers typically focus on building a specific type of product that is 
uniquely designed to a customer’s specific requirement. Orders can be generated to 
build one or more items for a particular customer, in some cases individual orders may 
be generated to build and/or buy all the components required to ultimately fulfill a single 
customer work order.

• Manufactures unique products. 

• Utilizes both defined and estimated time frames. Standard per Piece, Percent 

complete, Time to Complete 

• Tracks labor to an order and operation. 

• Tracks machine utilization 

• Tracks job statuses and work in process. 

• Shop floor configurations include lines, machines and cells. 

• Employees work as individuals and teams. 

• Generally have engineering staff assigned to projects. 

• Will have repetitive processes. 

• Sometimes has field services (installation and maintenance). 
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Job Shop & Discrete – Higher Labor Content, 
Custom Orders, Longer Lead Times

• Operational Challenges

– Quoting large custom projects… “What will it really cost?”

– Status of project: “Are we ahead or behind”, Contract Penalties for 
being late, reputation in the market is affected

– Labor effectiveness and efficiency are critical to staying on target. 
Overtime is a killer

– Contract Labor often is brought in for specialty skills or to flex capacity

– Spare parts: Knowledge of production status is a differentiator

– As volumes increase, what is running can change from hour to hour

– Overall labor may be low, but concentrated in certain operations

– Often a mix of highly skilled with lower skilled in the workforce
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Job Shop & Discrete – Where You Can Deliver Value

Where you can add Value

• Stopping the small leaks over a long time period

– Visibility to unplanned absence, overtime, utilization and performance by employee

• Costing

– Actual labor cost that can be tracked in real time. 

– Ability to use past actual costs to help estimate the cost of similar operations in future 
projects

• Product Costing

– An ongoing argument in this environment is what does a product really cost or how 

profitable is a customer? With so much going on and labor being a variable cost (OT, 

wages, performance) it becomes expensive to track the details. You can track labor 

efficiently and when labor cost is high or margins are low, it makes a big difference in 

customers understanding what their products cost
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Why Should Manufacturers Care?

• Reduce Process 
Variability

• Increase Payroll 
Efficiency 

• Identify Labor 
Waste

• Know Where 
Every Labor Dollar 
Is Spent

• Can move away 
from backflush
model

• Improve 
Adherence to
Labor Laws, 
Rules and
Regulations

Control
Labor Cost

Increase 
Labor 

Productivity

Understand
Labor Spend

Minimize 
Compliance

Risk
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Key Players

• Operations

– VP of Operations

– Plant Managers

– Director of Lean Manufacturing

– Line/Shift Supervisors

• Finance

– CFO

– Finance Officers

– Administration Officers

– Budget Officers

– Analysts

• HR

– VP of Human Resources

– Human Resource Director

– HR Specialists

• Payroll

– Director of Payroll

– Payroll Specialists

• IT

– CIO

– Project Managers

– Business Analysts
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Key Terms in Manufacturing

ERP, MRP

Work Order, Production Order

Direct vs Indirect Labor

Standard

Earned Hours

O.L.E.

– Efficiency

– Utilization

– Quality

Lean

WIP

Changeover

Donning/Doffing

Bottlenecks (known and 
unknown)

Rework, Scrap

Backflush
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Complete Labor Visibility

• Accruals

• Wages

• Skills & Certs

• Organization

• Overtime

• Demographics

• Turnover

• Absence

• Actual Labor Cost

• Activity Status

• Individual
Utilization

• Labor Standards

• Labor Demand

• Production Results 
by Person/Team

Reconcile This
Information With Production Data
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Labor and Production Yield New Insight

• Who worked on this?

• Where are my constraints?

• Overtime being 
used effectively?

• Why is performance down?

• Time until complete?

• What’s the WIP status?

• What’s the actual labor cost?

• Is there excess labor capacity?

• What’s the cause of my 
machine downtime?

• Is labor causing a quality issue?

• Is attendance effecting 
performance?

Now You Can Answer These Questions


